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Abu simble Private Trip from Aswan

 Type  Run  Duration  Pick up

Private Tour Every day 9 Hours 04:30 AM

Enjoy a private tour to Abu Simbel from Aswan with a private guide. Visit the temples of Abu Simbel,
cut in the rock.Go to Abu Simbel to see the great temple of Ramses II and the temple of Queen
Nefertari

 Inclusions:  Exclusions:

Pick up and return to the hotel
With Egyptologist guide
Admission fees
All service charges and taxes

Personal expenses

Itinerary:

Enjoy a private tour to Abu Simbel from  Aswan with a private guide.Visit the temples of Abu
Simbel, cut in the rock.Go to Abu Simbel to see the great temple of Ramses II and the temple
of Queen Nefertari
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First Day :Pick up Time from Hotel

pick up at 4:30 am at your hotel in Aswan, then crossing the desert
by private vehicle air-conditioned on the coolest morning. Go to
Abu Simbel to see the great temple of Ramses II and the temple of
Queen Nefertari, both discovered in 1813 when they were almost
entirely covered with sand.

Find out how they were displaced in 1960 with the help of the
Egyptian government and UNESCO to avoid rising waters of the
Nile. See the mural depicting the famous victory of Ramses II at
the Battle of Qadesh and admire the small temple he built for his
favorite wife, Queen Nefertari. Marvel at the rock sanctuary and its
incredible bas-reliefs before returning to Aswan to be dropped

Optional activities Tips (traditional tip) Customer Reviews What will
you have a live guide Duration 8 hours Jump the line, enter faster
Pickup service Support from your accommodation in Aswan.
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 Time Table

 1 :Pick up time from your Hotel or Nile Cruise in Aswan

You will be picked up from your Hotel or your Nile cruise by our
tour guide then drive you to the checkpoint of Abu Simbel near the
High dam, then at 05:00 Am we will start your Nice trip through the
desert for 280 K.m, we will stop for a break after 1 hour and 30
Minutes

2 :Arrive at Abu simble temples

Find out how they were displaced in 1960 with the help of the
Egyptian government and UNESCO to avoid rising waters of the
Nile. See the mural depicting the famous victory of Ramses II at
the Battle of Qadesh and admire the small temple he built for his
favorite wife, Queen Nefertari.

 3:Depart from Abu simble to Aswan

After visit Abu Simbel temple, drive back to Aswan, Arrive at
13:30, we are flexible to Change the departure time,In case you
would like to depart later and take more time in the temples 

Price:

  ($) 95 

  ( €) 90  

  (£) 84  

 Spechial Offer For Groups And Childeren (Below 12 ) 50% Discount 
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 Book Now
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